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ABSTRACT

A compilation and generic critique of the diagnostic siting criteria now in

use throughout the world to delineate or approximate bounded tectonic, seismic, or

seismotectonic provinces or zones, are presented. The criteria are referenced and

tabulated to facilitate determination of their regulatory, scientific and practical

application to siting of important engineered structures in Canada.

RESUME

Une compilation et une analyse critique d1ensemble sont faites

des criteres d'emplacement dont on se sert actuellement dans le monde pour

delimiter ou determiner approximativement les provinces ou zones

tectoniques, sismiques ou sismotectoniques circonscrites. Ces criteres

font l'objet de renvois et de tableaux afin qu'il soit plus facile d'en

determiner 1'application reglementaire, scientifique et pratique a

1'emplacement des constructions importantes au Canada.

"The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the

statements made or opinions expressed in this publication and neither

the Board nor the author(s) assume(s) liability with respect to any damage

or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the information contained

in this publication."



1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report was to compile, compare and evaluate the

criteria used to delineate tectonic, seismic, and/or seismoteetonic provinces as applied

to seismic hazard exposure assessments for the siting of sensitive installations world

wide. More specifically, the report was to provide sufficient information such that

topics including:

1) the geological settings in which provinces have been established;

2) the bases for establishing province boundaries;

3) the relevance of province boundaries to the present tectonic setting, should

paleotectonism be a province boundary selection criterion; and

4) the flexibility of province boundaries to different interpretations;

could be adequately addressed and commented upon.

Within the time frame of this study, a review of readily-available regula-

tory criteria from technologically advanced nations was accomplished. Also, applica-

ble studies and recommendations of recognized experts in the fields of seismology and

geology, whose work has exerted some influence on the regulatory criteria and the

scientific community in general, were reviewed for consideration and application.

Additionally, principal investigators of the on-going Earthquake Hazards Reduction

Program sponsored by the United States Geological Survey as well as other U.S

Government Agencies were contacted to ascertain the current direction of their

studies, possible application to the problem of province delineation, and any early

results or promise which might be indicated thus far. As a general comment, none of

the contacted leaders of the many applicable on-going studies were prepared to offer,

at this time, conclusions or insight which contributed information over and above that

already available in published and unpublished references.



II. SEISMIC OR SEISMOTECTONIC PROVINCE CONCEPTS

Table 1 presents major concepts from which the more specific studies and

criteria are drawn, and generically defines their application in distinguishing distinct

areas or zones of the earth's crust. Table 2 presents an information matrix showing

specific criteria which regulatory agencies and principal investigators are currently

using in siting of sensitive structures. The purpose of the matrix is to visually earmark

those parameters which are considered, by virtue of current and historical application,

either more important by various agencies and investigators, or more readily obtain-

able.

At this time, the USNRC, presents perhaps the most detailed criteria in

terms of specific address to required studies. It is also generally apparent that most

other technologically advanced nations intend to approach the level of detail in the

U.S. criteria; however, methodologies and philosphies may vary somewhat. As an

overall generality, the USNRC is the most deterministic, although allowing (some-

times requiring) statistical analyses to quantify the level of risk from a given vibratory

ground motion for a particular site during its cperatonal life. Many European nations,

as well as Japan and South Africa, appear to rely somewhat more on the probabilistic

approach to define the distribution of seismic energy in time and space.

Also, the concept of province delineation is emphasized more in the U.S.

criteria, particularly in the intraplate regime of the eastern U.S. (EUS — that area

east of the Rocky Mountains) where the fundamental provinces are based, for the most

part, on the correlation of specific structure and earthquake activity which is often

not reliable. In such areas, the concept of bounded provinces becomes a contingency —

an effort to at least restrict gross areas of expected earthquake activity. Within the

accepted tectonic provinces, the USNRC (and most other agencies) recognizes seismic

zones which can further restrict large events within the generalized provinces.

Table 3 presents the criteria currently being employed by the regulatory

agencies in concerned countries.



A. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC)

The current criteria of the USNRC specify identification of tectonic

provinces based on a consistency of structural character over a defined region. These

provinces, particularly in the intraplate regime of the EUS, are essentially an

outgrowth or refinement of the classical physiographic provinces. It is the intent of

the USNRC, however, to instigate identification of true "seismotectonic" provinces, in

that a particular bounded region should have a uniformity of seismic energy release.

The boundaries of these regions are sometimes questioned, but are scrutinized closely

only under conditions where design constraints are particularly sensitive to the closest

approach of the province's characteristic upper bound event to a given site. In

separating these regions into consistent structural assemblages, the age, density,

orientation, and strain characteristics of the structures (usually faulting) are diagnos-

tic parameters which are used to segregate the intraplate regions, whether cratonic,

orogenic, or cymatogenic in gross characteristic. In recent decisions, consideration

has been given to the structural genesis, recognizing that, although ancient structures

may perhaps be outdated with respect to their earthquake potential under present

stress orientations, they may nevertheless play a role in the orientation and/or

absorption of these stresses.

The western U.S., by contrast, is a plate boundary regime with many active

faults capable of producing damaging earthquakes. In such a region, many, but not all,

seismogenic sources are known and well-defined; there is little need for the concept of

provinces, since any known fault is suspected capable of producing a destructive event.

The problem is one of isolation of critical installations from the influence of known

earthquake-producing structures, a constraint which can be mitigated in designing for

relatively severe ground motion.

Since the seismicity in the East is moderate by comparison (in frequency,

not damage capability) and since no surface faulting (as a result of historical

earthquakes) is known outside of the New Madrid area of southeastern Missouri, the

establishment of provinces becomes necessary in precluding the "floating" of a large

event like the Charleston, S.C. shock over, say, the entire eastern U.S. In this sense,

the requirement for some sort of "province" reflects the poor knowledge of seismo-

genic structures in the EUS. The recognition of specific seismogenic zones within the

established provinces has provided a more detailed seismic assessment tool. Certain

concentrations of even moderate seismicity are sometimes recognized as zones in

which characteristic events can be contained (Attica event and the Clarendon-Linden
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structure; Charleston, S.C.; New Madrid, Mo.). No event in the EUS has been related,

with absolute certainly, to a specific fault, and so the confinement of a recurring

event to a specific area is somewhat vague and inconclusive, due to the unknown

extent of most suspected fault zones in the Eastern U.S. Certain exceptions may be

made, usually when distances are not critical to the design limitation. For instance,

for a power plant sited in the Coastal Plain of Virginia, design against recurrence of

the Charleston earthquake (also in the Coastal Plain "tectonic" province) near the site

is not warranted nor currently required. However, for a site in central South Carolina,

some 80 miles northwest of the historical event's epicenter, the limitation of the

event to its historic epicenter would probably not be allowed, and design and/or siting

constraints would be severely affected. Thus, the "boundary" of the Charleston

earthquake is somewhat vague in the more detailed siting application, but can be

employed in a regional sense.

In summary, the USNRC posture is one of caution brought on by the lack

of geologic knowledge and, in the U.S., a very short (in terms of geologic time)

earthquake history. The concept of bounded provinces is, at best, an interim

contingency which is in the process of being made more adaptable to a steadily-

advancing technology.

B. International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

The IAEA acts in an advisory capacity to member nations and provides an

overview of siting constraints intended to approach the USNRC guidelines. "Seismo-

tectonic" provinces are described whose boundaries are based on the separation of

areas which show strongly contrasting tectonic frameworks, different contemporary

stresses, and/or different late Tertiary and Holocene tectonic histories. In interplate

areas of the world, the character and geometry of the relative plate interactions may

justify separate seismoteetonic provinces. Thus, in a subduction zone the upper

(obducting) plate and the lower (subducting) plate may be considered separate seismo-

tectonic provinces. Also, it is recognized that different sectors of plates may have

different potential for maximum earthquakes. Significant differences in rates of

seismicity and/or depths of focus are cited as evidence which may justify differen-

tiation.



IAEA criteria are somewhat generalized by virtue of their application to

the whole range of tectonic settings in member nations, but are intended as a state-of-

the-art approach to province delineation.

C. Miscellaneous Criteria

Criteria of individual European and other countries are, as a rule, less

comprehensive than either the previously discussed USNRC or the IAEA, the degree of

detail being proportional to the severity of historical seismicity in the particular

country.

France specifies delineation of seismotectonic provinces, the "necessary or

useful" parameters of which are isoseismal maps, epicentral distances, depths of foci,

and magnitudes (Dipt, de Surete', Nucleaire, 1975).

Italy (Comitato Nazionale per L'Energia Nucleare, 1977) treats the seismo-

tectonic evaluation of a given locality in the generalized terms of exclusionary

criteria where large historical earthquakes (or vulcanism) and recent active faulting

can preclude siting.

Japan's seismotectonic regime is similar to the U.S. west coast in that

plate boundary tectonics predominate. Therefore, the Japanese criteria are primarily

concerned with identification of seismotectonic structures (as opposed to regions or

provinces), the maximum historic earthquakes associated with the structi-re* and a

statistical evaluation of expected recurrences. (Regulatory Guide for Aseismic Design

of Nuclear Power Reactor Facilities, 1978).

The general impression gained from inspection of worldwide siting criteria

is that many countries are only just recently concerning themselves with seismic

safety for critical structures. Many (Iran, Spain, Chile, Venezuela, Mexico) initially

adopt the investigations and criteria of the United States for current construction of

sensitive facilities. However, local studies by recognized (native) experts greatly

influence the final criteria selected. Some of the more influential investigations are

addressed in Section in and are summarized in Table 4.



D. Canadian Regulatory Position

The siting criteria for nuclear related installations in Canada are reviewed

by the AECB, and are in part both deterministic and probabilistic. No generalized

guidelines are as yet available; rather, safety criteria are monitored on virtually a

case-by-case basis by regulatory experts in each applicable siting discipline. (Beare

and Duncan, 1974).

The statistical and deterministic considerations evaluated by Basham,

Weichert and Berry (1979) are intended to augment, and are presented in the context

of, the CSA Standard for Seismic Qualification of CANDU Nuclear Power Plants being

developed by a technical committee of the Canadian Standards Association. The

authors propose a geologic assessment of the site environs, principally to determine

the propensity for local structure to generate future earthquakes—studies which

require state-of-the-art geologic criteria. An integral part of the seismotectonic

investigations would be a possibly—probabilistic treatment of low-level earthquake

monitoring at a proposed site to establish the rate of activity for synthesis with the

geologic regime. Such analyses could be utilized to adjust the deterministically-

derived parameters for the total seismic risk at a site. However, the authors caution

that current techniques merely result in "today's best estimate of tomorrow's risk" for

a particular locale, and cite the qualifying effects of constantly evolving geologic

knowledge.



HI. STUDIES INFLUENCING REGULATORY POSTURE

A. Deterministic Methodology

In the U.S., some basic investigations by recognized experts have provided

input to the USNRC's review of siting studies with regard to province delineation and

have thus been used by applicants to supplement and corroborate certain aspects of

safety analysis reports. Some of the more significant of these studies are summarized

on Table 4.

Hadley and Devine (1974) prepared an empirical revue of the seismotec-

tonics of the eastern half of the U.S., employing known large regional structures,

contoured earthquake frequency distribution, and classical tectonic provinces. Results

of the study were summarized on a seismotectonic map which integrated the input

data and defined the bounded areas in terms of various degrees of structural

complexity (and knowledge) and seismic activity. While the study offers no sophisti-

cated analytical techniques, it does provide what is perhaps a maximum level of

regional seismotectonic analysis which can be justified by our current state of

knowledge and is referred to frequently in siting applications. Interestingly, the

authors conclude that there is no apparent correlation between established tectonic

provinces and seismic activity.

A study (Dames & Moore, 1976) was concentrated in the northeastern U.S.

for the licensing of a nuclear plant in the mid-Hudson region of New York State.

Working within the present guidelines of USNRC siting criteria, tectonic provinces

over the site region were reevaluated in terms of structural genesis. While the

regulatory criteria were fulfilled in the legal sense, and a license was granted, it was

concluded, in the testimony of at least one expert witness, that the (albeit accurately

redefined) tectonic provinces probably bear little relation to future earthquake

distribution. This application review has been instrumental in instigating an upcoming

revision of present siting criteria which will lead to a more useful and applicable

definition of a seismotectonic province.

In a similar northeastern U.S. siting decision, it was concluded by the

USNRC that distinctive geologic, tectonic, physiographic, gravity, magnetic, and

metamorphic characteristics indicated a tectonic sub-province (or seismogenic zone)



which would exclude nearby earthquakes within a distance of 25 miles from the subject

site. Thus, additional criteria were used to limit a major earthquake, within the

tectonic province of the site, to a structure used to initially define the boundary of the

site's tectonic province.

B. Active Plate Margins

Plate boundary areas such as California, Chile, and Iran may present

problems in siting. It is usually assumed that the plate margins are accurately located

and that the posit ons of seismogenic faults are well-determined. This can be, and has

been, accomplished with focal mechanism solutions, hypofocal depth determinations,

horizontal crustal strain measurements, and spectral analyses of seismograms. More-

over, such areas have usually been well-instrumented, providing many empirical data,

since seismicity has been a recurring problem over recorded history. The resulting

data analysis can provide insight into strong motion characteristics that are not yet

available in the eastern U.S. or other intraplate regions where earthquakes have been

of less concern.

Calculations of acceptable levels of risk, although imposing severe design constraints,

have permitted siting of critical installations in these generally active regions;

however, on-going geologic studies or increased seismicity may subsequently indicate a

higher seismic risk *han was originally considered in engineering design. The problems

encountered at the San Onofre and Diablo Canyon power plants in California are good

examples of advancing technology outstripping a lagging design philosophy and

construction, and point up the risk inherent in solidifying a design in areas even as

"predictable" as the California plate margin.

C. Probabilistic Concepts Influencing Regulatory Criteria

In the U.S., the work of Algermissen and Perkins (1976) is often referenced

in support of recommended design ground accelerations associated with the Operating

Basis Earthquake. These investigators have calculated and contoured ground motion

acceleration levels to be expected on rock with a 90% probability of not being

exceeded during" a 50-year period. While the work does not contribute to limiting a

geometric (geologic) province, the contours do reflect the distribution (in time and

space) of historical seismicity and are thus related to structure localizing crustal



strain as well as the transmission characteristics of the general region. It is

interesting to consider that if historical (geologically recent) seismicity were a

reliable indicator of future earthquake activity, such contoured zones would be the

ultimate "provinces" used in hazard assessments.

Basham, Weichert, and Berry (1979) consider the limitations and sensitivity

of statistical procedures with regard to geologic parameters of the earthquake

phenomenon. They indicate that in low risk areas (such as large portions of the

Canadian Shield) some professional subjectivity is ultimately required. Weichert and

Milne (1979) state that statistical analyses may be our only recourse, since a secure

knowledge of crustal physical processes is beyond our grasp (and perhaps our interest).

In Europe, Ahorner & Rosenhauer (1978) have assumed, with good cause, a

seismoteetonie zone in the upper Rhine Valley as marked by the Rhine Graben. Their

seismic "zones" are marked by contoured earthquake intensity with various levels of

yearly exceedence — thus, the boundaries are calculated to refine and further break

down an established seismic source area, based primarily on historic events.

Kaila and Rao (1975) have developed recurrence curves from the historical

record for incremental areas of Europe. From the standard recurrence formulae thus

developed, they have superimposed "A" value contours over known structure to arrive

at seismic zone maps. Similarly, the authors contoured "b" values which are said to

represent energy release with time over the spatial matrix. Thus, the attempt to

blend essentially statistical parameters with known tectonic structure is being made.

As a general observation, it appears that statistical analyses have been

used in the past when there has been a decided lack of geologic knowledge or where

the structural complexity is such that pervasive, indistinct source structures produce a

random, consistent seismicity which is historically confined to an obvious zone of

activity. Statistical analyses may be most useful in areas of low to moderate

seismicity, where the lack of earthquake experience may penalize a deterministic or

province approach since there is no assurance that a destructive event will not occur.

Only in recent years has there been an attempt to define probabilistic error or

quantify the sensitivity of statistical calculations to the necessary input assumptions

(McGuire, 1977).
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IV. CURRENT OR RECENT INVESTIGATIONS

Several authors have studied or proposed unique lines of investigation

concerning earthquake source regions or provinces (Table 5). To delineate seismo-

tectonic provinces in India, Srivastava (1973) has correlated the historical earthquake

record with cymatogenic movements of the Indian Shield, a relationship which might

be applicable to certain regions of the Canadian Shield. Cummings and Leeds (1977)

suggest that the principles of theoretical mechanics based on the theory of pListicity

may be used to define structural regions. Mallick and Morgheim (1977) propose

earthquake zones in Libya based on earthquake, tectonics, soils, and the economic

importance of the various regions.

It is clear that current investigations are primarily deterministic where

diagnostic geologic data are available, and that they attempt to synthesize the full

range of available geologic information. Such studies have recently been accomplished

in New York State (Fischer and McWhorter, 1979), Iran (Nowroozi, 1976; Dames &

Moore, 1978), Chile (Dames & Moore, 1979), and India (Chandra, 1977).
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V. DISCUSSION

A. Conflicting Studies

Over the past decade, there has been an attempt on the part of several

investigators to refine the tectonic (or seismoteetonic) province boundaries in the

northeastern U.S. This has resulted from the siting of nuclear facilities in a region

which has historically experienced at least one damaging earthquake (MMI VIII, Cape

Ann, 1755), and which lies fairly near the major active zone in the mid-St. Lawrence

Valley of Canada. Initially, the province boundaries were essentially the northeast-

trending physiographic provinces so well defined by the Appalachian orogen. However,

the postulation of a "Boston-Ottawa trend" of seismicity (Sbar and Sykes, 1973)

representing the on-shore extension of the Kelvin Sea mount chain (oceanic fracture

zone?) raised concerns about sensitive structures sited in eastern Massachusetts and

New England in general. In an effort to resolve more pertinent province boundaries

(for a site in the mid-Hudson Valley of New York State) Dames & Moore (1976c)

developed tectonic provinces based on the structural genesis of the northeastern U.S.,

using the accepted concepts of plate tectonics. These provinces follow closely the

general northeast structural trend of the Appalachian Orogen, except for an east-

southeast division marking the southern bounds of the Ottawa basin which extends

eastward to the Vermont-New Hampshire border. As a result of this investigation and

other ongoing studies, the Boston-Ottawa seismic trend was no longer considered to be

one continuous seismogenic zone. Since this time, further sub-division of the Central

New England province has been attempted to explain (and confine) the moderate

seismicity in central New Hampshire and southern Maine. The "hole-in-the-plate"

theory was applied to the White Mountain pluton and a "sub-province" explaining the

seismicity of that area was proposed, later to be rejected by the USNRC advisory

agencies. At present, there is no officially sanctioned province scheme in this area.

In Southwestern Virginia, the Jiles County earthquake (MMI VIII, 1897)

occurred in the well-established Fold and Thrust Belt tectonic province which runs

northeastward to the Ottawa basin. For a critical site in eastern Pennsylvania,

located in an area of the Stable Interior tectonic province where seismicity is

moderate to low, the translation of this event northward (in its province) would

present a design constraint considered unwarranted on the basis of historical

seismicity in the site region. In such a case, arguments have been made for an "intra-
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province" boundary, marked by the eastward-trending salient of the Appalachian

orogen in southern Pennsylvania, which precludes the northward translation of a major

event close to the subject site. Faulting on either side of this "division" shows

differing characteristics, orientation, and age (Hadley and Devine, 1974). This

represents an example where the characteristics of historical ssismieity and a rather

obvious change in structural character have superseded or refined the classical

province delineation.

In seismic design considerations, arguments are usually based on more

localized, restricting structures for the larger earthquakes. Should the need arise in

future siting studies, the question of whether a tectonic boundary was 25 miles or 35

miles from a given site, for example, would be resolved by consideration of all existing

tectonic models, and would ultimately center on the proximity of the nearest structure

thought to generate the noted seismicity, as well as local attenuation effects.

B. Limitations on Boundaries

It is seen from the above examples that established tectonic provinces are

often used as a starting point, and, depending on the criticality of the earthquake-

restricting distance, can instigate more detailed investigations which are usually

resolved in terms of seismogenic structures, or provincial sub-divisions. The firmness

of the boundaries must be considered rather vague, as a general rule — subject to

interpretation which depends, in turn, on relevance or design effect on the particular

site (and political clout!).

C. Applications to Canadian Seismic Risk

A northward extrapolation of the current major U.S. tectonic divisions into

Canada would result in general gross provinces marked by the near plate-boundary

conditions of western Canada, the Rocky Mountain orogen, the Stable Interior (and

Shield), and the complex geologic regime of the Maritime provinces. Within these

general bounded regions, it is expected that known local structure together with the

areal distribution of historical seismicity can suggest further subdivision such as the

upper and lower St. Lawrence Valley, the area of the Ottawa — Bonnechere Graben

structure, etc. A synthesis of the deterministic criteria summarized on Table 2 can be

applied, to the extent possible, to justify (or contain) the noted level of seismieity.
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Within stable areas like the Canadian Shield, the generally low seismicity level and

unknown nature of potential seismic structures may preclude definitive and reliable

compartmentalization. However, the concept of cymatogenies or erustal rebound may

be diagnostic and correctable with noted areas of earthquake activity. In such areas,

also, it may be appropriate to quantify the low-order of risk over a wide area using

statistical techniques described by Weichert and Milne (1979) and Basham, Weichert,

and Berry (1979). For areas of strong ground shaking, like the St. Lawrence Valley,

deterministic criteria will be ultimately depended upon to explain the character and

extent of large earthquakes. Focal mechanism solutions, aftershock data, and

microseismic recordings can aid ..» determining the probable lateral (and vertical)

extent of seismogenic structures. Determinations of prevailing stress regimes would

be desirable and, taken with vertical or horizontal crustal movement amplitudes and

directions, may indicate the proclivity for movement along known faulting.

In summary, application of all available criteria is required to construct

bounded provinces; the permanence of the boundaries is highly variable, depending on

the amount and correlation of available data, and, perhaps more important, on the

changing tectonic conditions for a specific area. In this respect, the concepts of

"seismicity gaps" and cyclical seismicity reduce the confidence placed in assigning a

specific seismogenic character to a particular region over the long-term interval.
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VI CONCLUDING REMARKS

By far the most influential factor (and the most "available")in seismic risk

assessment has been the historical record of earthquakes which offers insight into

current erustal processes. We are, in a real sense, listening to crustal response to

unknown stresses. We sus^ct that the apparent distributions of strain in time and

space are temporary, and that the current concerns of "seismic gaps" and cyclical

seismicity are valid. For most cultural purposes, we are designing in the (geologic)

present and must assume that for normal design periods, the stress relief will be

consistent and dependable, and, at worst, will probably present a single, instantaneous

exposure to ground motion over the short life-span of most man-built structures, an

exposure which can be mitigated in engineering design. However, the objective of

repository development imposes a particularly severe requirement — a need to

represent mechanical behavior of the geologic regime during a time scale of

unprecedented proportions. Therefore, in the context of nuclear waste isolation, the

characterization of a geologic system should not be confined to definition of the

present expression of the system. Recognition that geologic boundary conditions will

change, during the time span for which isolation must be insured, is essential. Not

only must the potential evolution of the boundary conditions be recognized, but the

effects of these changes upon the present geologic system must be evaluated. Only in

the light of the evolutionary nature of the crustal systems can a sound assessment of

the long-term integrity of a repository be achieved.

An initial step in the characterization procedure is the employment of all

available geologic data to define the past evolution of elements in the geologic

system, and, if possible, to quantify the evolutionary processes in terms of temporal

and spatial distribution. This may best be achieved within the basic framework of the

historical development of present-day bounded provinces. Definition of the structural

genesis, in combination with its nature, quantity, and periodicity, constitutes a

rational basis for probabilistic assessment of future change, and it can be forseen that

the statistical approach, applied to each defined element of the geologic regime, may

well be the only recourse. Through extrapolation of the historical tectonic develop-

ment, future trends for each geologic element and the interaction between elements

may be statistically quantified. The initial evaluation is restricted to geologic factors,
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but consideration must also be given to description of the geologic equilibrium as

affected by repository construction, and the long-term effects of the presence of the

waste.

The lithostratigraphic framework and the superimposed structural frame-

work represent the basic geologic system upon and within which other geologic

processes operate and evolve. One of the primary objectives of site and area selection

will be to avoid locating repositories in the vicinity of potentially disruptive structural

elements which could affect the integrity of the waste site, either directly, as through

faulting at or near the repository, or indirectly, as through vibratory ground motion.

Either of these could also have an adverse effect on the hydrologic system, thus

compromising repository integrity. Of particular importance is an assessment of

evidence concerning Late Cenozoic deformation and/or faulting, either of which will

bear the imprint of processes which have affected the system during the last several

million years, and, by logical extrapolation, are likely to influence tectonic processes

during the life of a waste repository. Inferences relating to present-day vertical

stresses, in conjunction with the recognition of high lateral stresses in intraplate

are&s, imply that a knowledge of the dynamically changing stress field is important to

site development.

In conclusion, it is recognized worldwide that, although the concept of

bounded areas (provinces) defining a characteristic seismieity or structural region may

be geologically valid, the knowledge concerning the physical parameters which

characterize and distinguish such bounded areas is severely limited. Simply put, what

we need to know are the magnitude and orientation of local stress fields, and the

expected response (creep or stick-slip) of the crustal rocks to these stresses. For all

practical purposes, we will never know either, so the tendency to "black box" the

stress relief phenomenon is both useful and expedient, and may best be addressed in

probabilistic terms. However, the establishment of general tectonic or seismic

provinces does act as a starting point in providing priorities for the more detailed

investigations required for suitable waste repository sites. In considering a specific

site from the practical standpoint of information which is more readily available at

the present state-of-the-art, established boundaries of provinces are usually modified

(or confirmed, as the case may be) by available knowledge of the local structure, an

estimate of its tectonic proclivities, and attendant seismicity. This concept is

inherent in most regulatory philosophies and strictly adhered to in actual practice (to
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the extent possible) as a matter of convienence as well as practical judgment. But in

the final analysis, the integrity or "immobility" of an established boundary is directly

proportional to the degree of knowledge about local structure and its seismotectonic

potential and inversely proportional to the acceptable level of societal risk.
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TABLE 1 : MAJOR CONCEPTS

SOURCE OR
REFERENCE

I'lnte Tectonic Theory

Provinces

Nnt-'tccloiiism

BOUNDARY PARAMETERS & CRITERIA
TECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA

• Basic divisions of cruslal
structure (Interplnle and
Intruplnte)

• Surficlal expression of
underlying structure

Active faulting,
• (Jrustal movement

Prevailing stress orien-
tations
• Strain fields

Pnleotcctonism

Statistical Analyses

< tcnphysicul

9 DBSOI tectonic frame-
work
• Possible zones of crustal
weukncsH (triple junction
rifts)

REMARKS

Docs not define intraplate
regime

Last resort; early province
boundary delineator; used
where no tectonic details
are available

Can resolve characteristics
and response of specific
regions; Boundaries are
diffuse unless correlated

Provides fundamental base
for sophisticated studies.
Should not, by itself,
define boundary conditions

SEISMIC PROVINCE OR ZONE

CRITERIA

• Major earthquake belts
of the world

• IMacrosclsmicity
Microseismicity

Confirmation of extra-
polated historical selsml-
clty effect on particular
site or in zone

NUcroscismtalty
Macrosctsmicity

REMARKS

Can explain gross source
parameters; needs detailed
studies for boundary delin-
eation

Identifies nnd quantifies
areas of current stress
relief

'an define nreas of equal
seismic exposure; needs
deterministic input or
matrix approach to locate
boundaries

Defines focal mechanisms
nnd locations of spismo-
;enic structures

SEISMOTECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA

• Major seismic zones
• Oonerating structure
• Source pnrnineler

Seismic activity
Surface faulting
Focal mechanisms
Attenuation characteris-

tics
Energy release
Energy transmission

• May corrubornlc scismo-
genic regime characteris-
tics

Stress fields
Mncroseismir.ity
Micrnseismicity
Vertical movements

REMARKS

Permits i.lciitifk'iili'ni i
pervnsivp strrss firlil
lnlrnplntc nrnas, hut
tiollndnrv critrri'i jivnitnl-l

Most Oiami'wlio pritprin;
relatively rclinhln indi^ii-
tor of rririt'ilnl activity fni
future. Lew rt-linMp ir;
long-terni iiiditNilm- dtm It*
"seismic R'lps." ryflirr-1
srismicity etc . N.n. i ' . ::tr
ongly suppiwls

Dors not ricfinr, l<ut nuiv
liclp to cirirui, rtirn-iil
stress fields mid Iwundiirii"'

Hupportivp rnlc in Ixmmlnrv
detcrniiluilitjii

J^nppnrtivr ruin in hniniilnry
detcnniniitiun



TABLE 2 - APPLICATION OF BOUNDARY CRITERIA
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TABLE 3: REGULATORY CRITERIA

SOURCE OR
REFERENCE

U.S. Nuclear He|;nlnlory
Commission (NRC)

lntnrimtioual Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA)

Japan (107B)

France<ID77)

Italy (1978)

BOUNDARY PARAMETERS & CRITERIA

TECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA

• Consistency of struc-
tural regime
• Based on clinraclcr, dis-
tribution and frequency of
folding, faulting, and rock
type

REMARKS

Consideration given to neo-
Icf.lonism (selsmiclty and/
or recent faulting, etc.).
Present NHC philosophy Is
that tectonic province may
not, in and of itself, be
Indicative of seismic poten-
tial

SEISMIC PROVINCE OR ZONE

CRITERIA

• Anomalous concentra-
tion of historical selsmtcity
• A single large earth-
quake minor activity
(Charleston, S.C.)
• Correlation of any seis-
micily and discrete struc-
ture (Attica)

REMARKS

Uoundnrles highly subject
to interpretation. Micro-
seism icily used to deter-
mine associations with
structure, but may be dif-
ficult to substantiate.
Specific zones can be justi-
fied within tectonic pro-
vince boundaries with ade-
quate data.

SEISMOTECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA

At present not legally
required; intended to signi-
fy area with characteristic
seisnilcity and structure —
nn arcn or region where
available stress and SPIH-
inogeuic source parameters
can be corrclaled with a
maximum level of seifiu-
clty

Similarity of:

• Geologic structure
• Characteristics of seis-
micity

Refers only to "seismotee-
tonic structure" — n region
with common earthquake
occurrence, pattern, ami
structure

Ncolcclonics
Fnleo tec Ionics
Historical seisminily in-

cluding depth of foci

• Major scismicity
• II p. cent fnulting
• (Exclusionary philosophy)

REMARKS

(icm.Tiit Bill) of critical
seismic iiivtistiftiitiuiiH is t><
o^lnblisli si it'h province;,
nccordiiiK lo implied intent
of ici*ulntiuns. A nol«»l<le
ennsistonev in nil jivuil»H<>
<Intn run csliihlish nerpp
tnliln tHJLimhirics but nrc
subject In revision with
now lliitii

I'roserihcs gcnnrnli/orl invr-s
tlgnlioiiHrquivnlrnt In Ihuac.
iiflopircl in U.S.A. for prill-
coi sitiiifr stmlit's to s|n-<*ifv
"spisinntni!tonic ('.rnvinr?11

floundcil "sri.sniolcctoiiif
slnicliiri's" usml as cunrcy
rnlrjisc centers In (Icfiiu*
CHrtlit]iinke 'lislnnco in
site. SUitislinil i-vnhiMion
of ocniiiTPiico SHRUnstml In
(k'fiut1 activity level <jf
vnrions "structures." Intent
is to rpproiitili M.!!.(.'. gniilns

Stress iiiipni-tnncn of lien-
tcctnnirs nrid bistorinil
seism icily (ifiosrisinir
iiu'ps). l.itlli: ilctnil coii'

Seem iimrn intorcslrd in
irlnnlifviiifr "f.'itnl fl/iws" in
terms of liitfli sni:;iuiritv
mid RiirTncc movrriicnl.
Viiguo reference to scisum
Inc tonic providers; nr>
bnnnrliirv (tefinilinri



TABLE 4 : INFLUENTIAL STUDIES

SOURCE OR
REFERENCE

BOUNDARY PARAMETERS & CRITERIA
TECTONIC PROVINCE SEISMIC PROVINCE OR ZONE SEISMOTECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA

United States

lliuMcy mid Ocvinc
(1974)
Fnstcrn U.S.

All regional mid mosl
local structural features

Algcriuisscn and Perkins
(1975)
U.S.A.

Ufinics flc Moore
(1877)
Northeastern U.S.

(IU77)
(General

i I'alcotectaiilcs
• Structural evaluation of
northeastern U.S.

Dames it Mnore
(1975)
Rnstcrn MaHsiichusclts

• Distinctive geologic, tec-
tonic, physiographic, gra-
vity, magnetic and mcta-
niorpliic characteristics (as
opposed lo odjncent fold
belts)

toslumi, Wciclicrt & iiorry
1079)

r.uMpru Cnumln

REMARKS CRITERIA

Dascd on established struc- I « Frequency and distrlbu-
lural regime and ncotcc- | lion of EUS selsmicity
tonics. Good stolc-of-the-
art continental overview

REMARKS CRITERIA

Does not distinguish dis-
crcte local structures;
boumlnries are contoured
earthquake frequency

Integrates seismicity flili
gross structural diameter
(onnSoisniotectonic Miip")

I * Statistical analysis of
I historical seismicity

Provides fundamental geo-
logic dnln for current tec-
tonic set tin);

"Zones" are contoured
acceleration values bused
an 1(1% probability of being
exceeded in 50-year period

REMARKS

Map r^l/llns srisniiir frr
quency mui "wrii;lilo'l"
knowlrdgp of locnl slnif
tlirc. (iivrs Irvrl of cnnfj-
donfr to Itnnmlnrics; stsilrs
tluil Ilinro is no iippnrrnl
rcl.itimiKliip bclv.'o™ nli-
srrveil soisiniiMlv nml chr:
sie tri-lnnic provinri^

N.I1.C. accepted this dis-
tinction to qunllfy Pilgrim
silc ns a tectonic province
or "teclonin province sub-
division"

• Slntl.iticnl program for
earthquake risk based on
historical record. Defines
gross seismic regions

StallKticul nnnlysls
I • IMicro and inncroseismi-
clly
« Local structure

| • Topography
Anomalous structure

Program van be used to
cHlculnte level of ground
motion nl a specific s.lc.
Docs not provide boumlnr-
irs unless matrix approach
is used

Tentnlivc correlation of:
• Tectonic setting
• Historical seismicily

• l.nrge cnrlhqun^es res-
tricted lo struc turns evmy
from silc, llmrchy implying
n seisntolpctonic provinon
(or stib-provincc)

Pofinrs aritricnl slrurlnrt
wliii'li inny rdinvr enrrnu

•Sourer 'V.mif.s" I'nr fimtly->is
enn hr hnsrfl on nny Irvrl
nf slrm'Viirnl iiitrrpn^nliim
hut nul|'iit is r::tr'i|)(il;i1i'd
liistorv

Stnlc-of-the-crt <Hscusalon
of unnlytirnl procedures In
statistical protmhility stud- j
ics. "Today's hest estimate
of tomorrow's risk" subject
to change with regard to |
boundary definition. For i
low-risk levels, prnfesijion- ,
nl judgement ullimiitely rn-
qilireri. Ititrndcd to com- I
pliinent raiindiiiiiStHndtiri J
Asjiorintion silinc oritcr/i

iiwUlciiue oT fr.o lures
and seismiHly imt slrninr,
hut sufficient to rr^lrinl
liirgi* offslmru rvnnl nwtiv
from sito



TABLE 4 (concluded)
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SOURCE OR
REFERENCE

Europe and Asia

Aliorncr Sr liuscnhaucr
(1978)
Upper llhlne Valley

lluscliyc, rijoyslilnl, and
Uuiiginii
(197B)
I'cnnoscniiilin

Nnwroozl
(l»7fi)
lrnu

Knila tinil Kao
(1!)75)
I'nmpu, general

Srivnstfiva
(1973)
I'cnnoHciimHii

BOUNDARY PARAMETERS & CRITERIA
TECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA REMARKS

SEISMIC PROVINCE OR ZONE

CRITERIA

• Arbitrary outlines of
various seismic zones
• Statistical analysis

• Distribution of historical
selsmicity

• Frequency vs magnitude
data from historical seis-
inicity (log H = A + bm)

REMARKS

Risk analysis contours
intensities with various
levels of yearly exceed-
ence. Douiulories are "cal-
culated"

Little tectonic data avail-
able; seismic zones related
spatially to fracture zones.
Boundaries vague

"u" values are contoured;
represent energy rclcnsc
with time;

SEISMOTECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA

• llisloricnl gcismtcity
• firnben structure

• Historical scismirily
• tieolopy
• CScoinorpliology
• Structure trends
• Active fnults
• Snlt dumes

• l;rcqnci)uy vs ningtiituda
data
• Tectonic map of Europe

• Historical seisintaity
• Cruslal flexures of shield
irea

REMARKS

Authors dnfine Khliif I'm
boil as scisinnloolDliic 7."|II'
(prior to r l * nunlyilis)

Nrnr plate boiin.liiry nf
Zn^ros tlirusl; ORti>rniiniK
tic nssot'i/ition of nil nwiil-
nUW. fenttircK. lUmiulurirs
dctarinluisticnlly firm

Authors c!Uillrnir "A" vnhin
find silpprimpusf^ over
striictiirc. Not npplicnl))*'
to ureas with fllffuKft so|n-
mii'ily

Aullitir <lefiiies scisinnlM-
tonic province lliroit|'li f»r-
rc-lntion of both critrri;i



TABLE 5: RECENT INVESTIGATIONS
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N
D

C
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R
R

SOURCE OR
REFERENCE

CuniniinRS and Leeds
(1077)
U.S. (jcnernl

Kane
(1977)
Uiistcrn North America

Wficlicrt & Milne
(1979)
Canada

Kascnblculh
(1973)
Mexico

I'ischcr nnd McWhortcr
(1072-70)
New York State

BOUNDARY PARAMETERS & CRITERIA
TECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA REMARKS

SEISMIC PROVINCE OR ZONE

CRITERIA

• Gravity and magnetic
highs
• Associated sclsmicity

• Statistical risk analysis

• Rates of seismicity
• Changes of selsmlcily
with time
• Rate of slip on faults

REMARKS

Assumed mafic masses In
crystalline basement may
concentrate stress outside
their boundaries (hole-ln-
plato theory). Not useful
as bounding zones, but may
contribute lo boundary de-
termination with other data

Concern is proper low-risk
identification at specific
Biles; no boundary criteria

General review of basic
criteria needed to establish
province or r.onn

SEISMOTECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA

• Historical scistnicity
• Focal mechanism solu-
tions
• Seismic moment/stress
drop calculations
• Active faults
• Geophysical data (gra-
vity, magnetics, thcrmo-
grndicnls)

• Historical scismiclty
• Plate tectonics
• Pnleotcctnnles
• Neolcclonics

Slate of stress
• Focnlmcchnnisnisstiidius
* (leophysics

REMARKS

Calls for lisp of thfutretiral
mechanics ha-snl on theory
of plasticity, to ilvfiiir
structural r^irimn. (Pro
posnd areas of study)

Continuously updated re-
view of seismic risk in N I K
York Slate; iKiiinitarlcs firm
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SOURCE OR
REFERENCE

Srivnstnvr
(1973)
Imlin

Miihucrii
(1972)
Spiiin

('htindrn
(1978)
lmlln

TABLE 5 (concluded)

II BOUNDARY PARAMETERS & CRITERIA
| TECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA

l)nmcs Si Moore ||
(1979)
Chile II

IMnllick k Morghcim 1
(1977) II
l.iUyit II

f luff , ct ill.
(1977)
Nii;iirn|riin II

REMARKS

SEISMIC PROVINCE OR ZONE

CRITERIA

Historical seismiclly
Tectonic structure
Soil conditions
Economic importance of

egion

Geologic data
Scismicily data
Fault analysis (rate of

lovomenl)

REMARKS

Seismic zonntion considers
earthquakes o{ Richtcr
Magnitude 5 and greater;
"Economic importance"

criteria valid in Libya.

Called a fault hazard zon-
ing map.

SEISMOTECTONIC PROVINCE

CRITERIA

• Historical scisiniuity
• Cruslal flexure of shield
area due to cymatogciiic
movement of crustnl rocks

• Historical seismiclly
• Statistical analysis
• Geologic duta
t Tectonic data
• Physiography

• Historical seismiclty
• Geologic structure
• Fault-plane solutions
• Plate tectonic theory

• Plate tectonics
• Focal mechanism solu-
tions
• Historical scisintcity
• Bcniotf zone geometry
• Recurrence relations
• Attenuation characteris-
tics

REMARKS

Author defines superposi
tion of two criteria us si>i.s-
inolcctnnic provlncrj mnv
be npi>licnhlc to rcl/itivclv
stnlilc sliiolil iirnns.

Study is mostly sliitistU'til
contourinir of expnclrd
intensity, hut some nllntv
ancc for knomi Hlrunliu-c
in bauttflary clulnruiiiiftti'in

Sevcrol sriRinotci-liinic (irn-
viuccs are iflcnlified nlonir
with other seismic /.OHM,
A tectonic overview iisim:
state €»f-lhe-nrt crilnrin.
Doumlnrics tentative

Province boiimlurier< Uty"i\
on studies of seismic clmr-
iictcr niul (ilru^tiiriil flcaut-
ctry with known rcgioiuil
stress rf^imc. He.tmli'ft
re^ioiuit nnnly.sis for sitinis



APPENDIX

DEFINITIONS

Craton

A relatively immobile part of the earth, generally of large size. May

contain smaller mobile belts, doming, basining, etc.

Cymatogeny (Cymatogenic)

Undulating movement or warping of the earth's crust to produce regional,

linear arching or doming, but with minimal deformation.

Geosyncline

The phase of sedimentation and subsidence in a mobile belt. Includes

coastal areas in this report.

Interplate

Refers to the margins of the crustal plates, which are in mutual contact

and are undergoing differential motion with respect to each other.

Intraplate

Refers to the regions within the crustal plates where pervasive stress fields

are extant due to undetermined global processes and/or the driving forces

of the individual plates.

Local Structure

In this report, any fault or faulted zone, or strong geophysical anomaly

correlated with, or postulated upon, a notable and anomalous concentration

of earthquake activity.

Macroseismicity

Those earthquakes whose size and or damaging capability are readily

discernible by persons in the general area. Generally of minimum modified

Mercalli intensity n-m.



Microseismicity

In intent, refers to those small earthquakes which are not readily discern-

ible by persons; earthquake or tremors which depend on instrumentation for

adequate detection (not to be confused with the term "miaroseism" which

is not related to earthquakes).

Mobile Belt

A long, relatively narrow crustal region of tectonic activity, measured in

scores of miles. (See Geosyncline).

Neotectonism (Neotectonic)

The most recent structural history and development of crustal rocks in a

given region. In this report, it implies tectonic processes which are

presently at work in a given area, and which may be considered to continue

for an undetermined length of time into the future.

Orogeny (Orogenic, Orogen)

The process by which structures within mountain areas were formed,

including thrusting, folding, and faulting in the outer (higher) layers, and

plastic folding, metamorphism, and plutonism in the inner (deeper) layers.

Paleotectonies (paleoteetonism, etc.)

Refers to geologic and tectonic features as they existed at some time in

the geologic past; used here to denote the structural development of

continental areas as applied by plate tectonic theory.

Plate Tectonics

Global tectonism based on an earth model consisting of broad, thick blocks

of continental and oceanic crust, each of which float on a viscous

underlayer in the mantle, and has shifted over the globe in the geologic

past — analogous to the "continental drift" hypothesis of a few years ago.

Pluton

A large igneous intrusion within the crustal host rocks.



Recent faulting

Faulting which has occurred within the last 35,000 years.

Seismic Flux

For this report, the temporal and spatial distribution of energy released by

the characteristic seismieity in a given region.

Shield

A continental block (usually Precambrian rocks) of the crust that has been

relatively stable over a long period of time and has undergone only gently

warping.

Stress Drop

Refers in this report to the energy released in the earthquake process.

Stress Regime

The amplitude and orientation of the available stresses within the crustal

rocks of a given region or area.

Tectonic

Of, pertaining to, or designating the reek structures and external forms

resulting from the deformation of the earth's crust. As applied to

earthquakes, it is used to describe shocks not due to volcanic action or

collapse of caverns or landslides.


